
Sidecar Kings Baltic Cup 2017 

                                            

General Instructions 

 

1. Purpose 

 

1.1. Intensification of motocross and nurture the next generation of champions today. 

1.2. Find Sidecar Kings Baltic Cup winners of all of the machine classes. 

1.3. Develop club activities. 

1.4. Meet old and new friends. 

1.5. Seek competitions and contest partners in neighboring countries. 

 

2. Time and place. 

 

2.1. Competitions consists six stages. 

2.2. Calendar will be announced no later than 10.01.2017.y. 

 

3. Competition classes 

 

3.1. SC pros (the national championship for the class professionals to participate in the sidecars 

drivers up to 39. Y.o.) 

3.2. SC Veteran (aged 40-50) 

3.3. SC Seniors (51 and older) 

3.4. SC Junior (16-39 years of age, where the helmsman has not participated in the last three years of 

world championship) 

3.5. SC AIR (air cooled sidecar motorcycles for 15 years and older) 

3.6. Historic SC (ventilated sidecar motorcycles for 15 years and older) 

3.7. SC Ladies 

3.8. Quad Open 

3.9. Quad 35+ 

3.10. Quad 100 / 

3.11. Quad 200 

3.12. Quad 200B 

3.13. MX Veteran 

3.14. MX Senior 

3.15. MX Retro 

3.16. MX up to 40.y.o. 

3.17. MX Ladies 

 

 

 



 

4. Races 

 

4.1. All stages will two races. 

4.2. All stages will have one Time Trial with training, according to the organizer of the schedule. 

4.3. Starting groups: SC Senior, Junior SC 

                                Quad 100/200 / 200b 

                                SC Air; Historic SC, SC Ladies 

                                Veteran MX, MX Senior, Retro MX, MX Ladies 

                                Open Quad, Quad 35+ 

                                    MX to 40        

   Veteran SC, SC PRO 

4.4. Registration takes place at www.korvikunnid.ee and ends on Thursday prior to competition at 

20:00. Teams, who have not signed up right on time, organizers have the right to add 10 EUR to 

participation fee. 

4.5. Korvikunnide Cup participating solo -and sidecar motorcycles and quads must comply with FIM 

specifications. Technical Commission checks on every stage. 

 

5. Results 

 

5.1. A record is kept for all the points obtained by adding up the races. At the end of the season 

points of two worst race result (points, interrupting, not take-off, etc.) will be deducted from all 

participants. Cup points obtained in the last stage is multiplied by two. 

5.2. Scoring 

I place 25p.,II place 22p.,III place 20p.,4-18p,5-16p.6-15p.7-14p.8-13p.9-12p.10-11p.11-10p.12-9p.13-

8p.14-7p.15-6p.16-5p.17-4p.18-3p.19-2p.20-1p. 

5.3. Equal points, gives higher score of first places. If the top places are equal, than last stage result is 

calculated. 

5.4. All stages are accounted for separately in classes: SC PRO; Junior SC; Veteran SC: SC Senior: SC 

Air; Historic SC, Quad Open, Quad35 +, Veteran MX, MX Senior, Retro MX, MX to 40, Quad 100, Quad 

200, quad 200b; MX Ladies and SC Ladies 

5.5. Result will counted if the competitor has completed at least 50% of the distance. 

 

6. Documents 

 

6.1. Since competitions will take place in three countries, the start of the contestants are allowed 

with a valid motorsport license. 

6.2. All contestants who participate in the Championship have to pay once a year so called "number 

tax" of 20 eur. (for the first stage) 

 

7. Participation fee 

 

7.1. At every stage of the Championship, contestants are paying the participation fee, the amount of 

which shall be determined by the stage manager. 



      Korvikunnide recommended participation fee MX Quad 30eur; SC 40 eur. 

      Participation fee is exempted from classes for children (Quad 100/200), and female athletes. 

 

8. Honouring 

 

8.1. Every stage will be awarded in all classes. Three best will get a diploma and a medal. 

8.2. When there are more than 15 crews at a start in class, three first will get cas prizes. 

8.3. Championship prizes will be awarded 6 best in each of the machine class. Prizes will also receive 

all of the athletes participating in the class Quad100 / 200 / 200b and all of the female contestants. 

8.4.SC professional class winner will be awarded with ARE KAURIT  named travelling trophy  

                                   PRO class most stable crew SEPPO SUOMINEN named travelling trophy 

SC Junior class winner will be awarded with JUHAN TAMMIKU named travelling trophy 

                                   Junior class most stable crew URMAS KIVISELJA travelling trophy. 

SC Veteran Class Winner will be awarded with JUHAN UUSTALU named travelling trophy 

                                   Veteran class most stable crew IVAR VAADERPASS named travelling trophy 

SC Senior Class Winner will be awarded with VELLO VAADERPASS named traveling trophy 

                                    Senior class most stable crew JANIS SERGIS named traveling trophy 

SC AIR class winner will be awarded with KRISTERS SERGIS named travelling trophy 

                                    Air most stable crew KALJU VARIKU named travelling trophy 

     SC HISTORIC class winner will be awarded with by HEINO AAVASALU named travelling trophy 

                                    Historic class stable crew JUHAN UUSTALU named travelling trophy 

     SC Ladies class winner will be awarded with IGOR RODIONOV named travelling trophy 

     SC 60+ class winner will be awarded with ELMAR TIISI named travelling trophy 

                         

     QUAD OPEN class winner will be awarded with IVAR VAADERPASS challenge cup 

                              Open Quad Class stable driver JANIS KIRILKO challenge cup 

     QUAD 35+ class winner will be awarded with JAANUS KERTSMANI challenge cup 

                              35+ Quad-class stable driver ARTURS RASMANIS challenge cup 

     QUAD 100 class winner will be awarded with MEELIS JÜRGENSON challenge cup 

                              100 Quad-class stable driver AGRIS NEIJA challenge cup 

     QUAD 200 class winner will be awarded with MARTIN TOOVIS challenge cup 

                              200 Quad-class stable driver AIGARS MENGELIS challenge cup 

     QUAD 200B class winner will be awarded with PRIIT JÄRVLOO challenge cup 

     MX veteran class winner will be awarded with MART MÄGRA challenge cup 

                              MX Veteran class stable driver ANDRES KRESTINOV challenge cup 

     MX Seniors class winner will be awarded with AADU SIKU challenge cup 

                             MX Senior class stable driver VIESTURS GAUSISI challenge cup 

     MX RETRO class winner will be awarded with NORMUNDS DUCISE challenge cup 

                            MX Retro-class stable driver EERIK KRUUSE challenge cup 

     MX to 40 class winner will be awarded with JUSS LAANSOO challenge cup 

                            MX to 40 class stable driver NORMUNDS JANSONS challenge cup 

    MX Ladies class winner will be awarded with LUULE TULLI trophy. 

                          MX Ladies stable class stable driver VALENTINA SEPALA challenge cup 

  Most stable in all classes will be elected by commitee (class elders, the court of honor chairman and 

chief judge and chief) 



 

    In addition, the following prizes: 

    Grand Prize: OLDEST crews on sidecars 

    Grand Prize: BEST CZ; HONDA; KAWASAKI; SUZUKI; KTM; HUSQVARNA; YAMAHA. 

    Grand Prize: series OLDEST participant 

    Grand Prize: Miss Korvikunn (Miss Sidecar King) 

 

8.5.Salvis Freimanise Baltic Cup Trophy standings will calculated on every stage, in all the classes. 

Country’s one of the best crews result. The ranking list is explained by adding points. 

8.6. Sidecar King’s Baltic Cup 2017 .a. Awarding ceremony will take place at the end of season. 

8.7. All uncovered questions will be solved in accordance with the laws and FIM 2017 and 

Korvikunnid technical instructions (including the protests) 

 

9. Joint trainings 

 

9.1. MotoClub Korvikunnid will organize in 2017 two joint exercises, at the best Estonian motocross 

tracks with best practitioners. 


